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Kartotek Copenhagen is a Danish stationery and design accessories brand 
made by paper lovers. We search for ways to slow the pace of  everyday life.

The fast life is all around us. We design for the small everyday moments where 
we are at peace with ourselves or share time with those we care for.

Our vision is to create a Danish design brand that reflects the Scandinavian 
simplicity with a modern and yet classical graphic touch; and to combine this 

with high quality materials and good craftsmanship.

We care about you when we carefully select the best Scandinavian paper  
qualities and the friendliest production methods!



ON PAPER

Paper is the ideal tool for thinking. It lets your mind 
run freely without limitations and it lets you focus 
without distractions. We care about your writing 
when we carefully select the finest Scandinavian 
paper qualities, the softest colour shades, the 
smoothest surfaces and the friendliest environmen-
tal quality. To make your pen flow and your 
thoughts come alive…



LARGE NOTEBOOK

An old school and yet crispy modern softcover 
notebook for everyday note taking and scribbling. 
Choose from dark blue or light blue.





SMALL NOTEBOOK

Perfect for everyday notes and brilliant ideas, this 
softcover notebook is elegant and dreamlike.
Choose from navy or sand.



PLANNERS

Our planners lets you organize your time without 
distractions or notifications. Whether you choose our 
notebook planners for your life on the go or the desk 
planners you will have both elegant and intuitive tools 
that help you focus. Write directly where you need it 
and make notes or highlights - we promise that you 
will stay on top of  your planning.



MONTHLY PLANNER NOTEBOOK

Featuring a fill-in monthly schedule and a 
section for notes, our monthly planner keeps 
you posted on upcoming events and your 
notes-on-the-go.

WEEKLY PLANNER NOTEBOOK

This simple, graphic weekly planner notebook 
makes your planning both efficient and 
beautiful. One spread per week with 
sufficient space to cover all your plans and tasks.



WEEKLY PLANNER

For any week of  any year, this weekly planner will 
help you take one day at a time and keep you on 
top of  your scheduling, listing and plans. Choose 
from blue and rose.





MEMO PAD

Jot down your thoughts, manage 
your important tasks and stay on 
top of  the planning with our 
practical writing pad. 
This tear-off notepad provides you 
with soft, gently ruled writing paper 
anytime, anywhere.

WEEKLY PLANNER SMALL

For any week of  any year, this weekly 
planner will help you take one day at 
a time and keep you on top of  your 
scheduling, listing and plans.

TO DO NOTEPAD

Keeping track of  all the things you 
want to do or even should have done 
by now, this tear-off notepad fits 
perfectly to the kitchen table, the 
desk or in your bag.



SAY HELLO

Show your gratitude and make 
someone’s day with this simple, 
graphical greeting cards. All our 
cards are made from heavy paper 
and perfect for completing your gift 
wrapping



BEAUTY SERIES

Single folded A6 card with kraft envelope.

BOTANICAL SERIES

Single folded A6 card with kraft envelope.



GREETING SERIES

Single folded A6 card with kraft envelope.



ENVELOPE CARD

Write inside and fold. Perfect for sending a small 
greeting or completing your gift wrapping. 
Set of  4 pieces. Choose from navy and rose.



CEDAR WOOD PENCIL

A classic cedar wood quality pencil in high quality. 
Keeps your writing smooth and your notes sharp. 
Comes in three colors: navy, taupe and blush. 



KARTOTEK COPENHAGEN
Nordborggade 11 st tv
2100 København Ø

Denmark

VAT no. 38 13 56 94

Become a stockist? Please contact
Julie Warberg at

julie@kartotekcopenhagen.dk

Instagram: kartotekcopenhagen

www.kartotekcopenhagen.dk


